Managing breast cancer in an outpatient setting.
The treatment of advanced breast cancer has undergone relatively little change in the past decade. Reasons for such a static situation are the sobering realization that even effective chemotherapeutic regimens have had a minor impact on survival, and the paucity of new effective agents that have been introduced since initial combination treatments. Based in part on this lack of progress, in recent years dose-intensification in search of a curative strategy has been widely adopted. Its role remains to be defined, but ultimately it is likely to be relegated to situations where tumor burdens have been effectively reduced. This reduction in burden may not currently be feasible in many advanced presentations. Outpatient efforts will therefore focus on the following: 1) employing single agents optimally (e.g. infusion 5-fluorouracil), 2) using regimens which integrate new drugs with activity (e.g. taxol), and 3) testing measures which may improve the quality of life (e.g. bisphosphonates in the presence of bone metastases). Although one cannot approach the treatment of advanced breast cancer with the (misplaced) optimism of two decades ago, the expanded armamentarium currently available should lead to a more rational application of chemotherapy. Treatments will increasingly be based on the biology of the cancer, and on the therapeutic index and action of the drugs.